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Abstract. Ontology-driven conceptual models are precise and seman-
tically transparent domain descriptions that enable the development of
information systems. As symbolic artefacts, such models are usually con-
sidered to be self-explanatory. However, the complexity of a system sig-
nificantly correlates with the complexity of the conceptual model that
describes it. Abstractions of both conceptual models and ontology-driven
conceptual models are thus considered to be a promising way to improve
the understandability and comprehensibility of those models. Although
algorithms for providing abstractions of such models already exist, they
still lack precisely formulated formal semantics. This paper aims to pro-
vide an approach towards the formalization of the abstraction process.
We specify in first-order modal logic one of the graph-rewriting rules
for ontology-driven conceptual model abstractions, in order to verify the
correctness of the corresponding abstraction step. We also assess the
entire network of abstractions of ontology-driven conceptual models and
discuss existing drawbacks.

Keywords: Semantics for Abstractions · Abstractions of
Ontology-Driven Conceptual Models · Networks of Model Abstractions

1 Introduction

Conceptual models (CMs) are high-level abstractions that are used to capture
information about a domain of interest or a system that needs to be described. A
special class of conceptual models that utilize foundational ontologies to ground
modeling elements, modeling languages, and tools, is formed by ontology-driven
conceptual models, ODCMs [22].

Although CMs are aimed at human comprehension [2] and are usually con-
sidered as self-explanatory artefacts, one of the most challenging problems is “to
understand, comprehend, and work with very large conceptual schemas” [23].
The main reason for this is the complexity of the described domain or informa-
tion system, which reveals itself in the complexity of the corresponding model.
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The problem of making (OD)CMs more comprehensible has been addressed
in the literature for quite some time, and different complexity management tech-
niques have been introduced, including clustering methods, relevance methods,
and summarization methods [23]. This paper analyses algorithms from the last
group, which are aimed to produce a reduced version of the original model (also
called summarization or abstraction).

Most of the methods for complexity management of CMs are based on classic
modeling notations, such as UML and ER, and rely on syntactic properties of
the model [23], such as distance between model elements. However, in the case
of ODCMs, there is the possibility to make good use of the built-in ontological
semantics. The first version of an abstraction algorithm leveraging foundational
ontological semantics was introduced in [12], followed by an enhanced one [18],
which is based on 11 graph-rewriting rules.

Although there are some reports on testing the existing algorithm over the
FAIR Catalog of OntoUML/UFO models [1] and with users (see [19]), the
abstraction mechanism itself still lacks formal semantics. Hence, it is not always
clear whether the existing abstraction patterns actually lead to more general
models. The main goal of this paper is to propose an approach for the formal-
ization of this abstraction process, which is illustrated for one of the existing
graph-rewriting rules. This, in turn, enables further investigations of the prop-
erties of the process itself and of the resulting abstracted models.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews existing
approaches to formal semantics for abstractions and provides some context for
the analysed algorithm. Section 3 translates one of the graph-rewriting rules for
producing ODCM’s abstractions into first-order modal logic and investigates the
relationship between the original and the abstracted model. Section 4 provides
a preliminary analysis of networks of ODCM’s abstractions that are generated
by applying the specified rules. Section 5 elaborates on final considerations and
future work.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Semantics for Abstractions

Before formulating the desired properties of the abstraction process, we first
need to define what we mean by model abstraction. As outlined by Saitta &
Zucker [20, p. 49], most existing theories identify abstracting with a mapping
from a ground (original) to an abstracted (intended) space, and differ in the
nature of spaces and the corresponding type of mapping.

The first works in this research field mostly dealt with abstraction at the level
of syntax (see [15,17,21]). Giunchiglia & Walsh [10] extended those approaches
and proposed a more general theory of the abstraction process. According to
these authors, abstracting in problem-solving and theorem proving may be rep-
resented as a mapping f between the formal systems Σ1 (representing the ground
space) and Σ2 (representing the abstract space). They suggested distinguish-
ing between Theorem-Decreasing (TD), Theorem-Constant (TC), and Theorem-
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Increasing (TI) abstractions depending on the changes in theorems of the formal
system.

In TC abstractions, the abstract space has exactly the same theorems as the
ground space reformulated in another language, so that all well-formed formulas
that are theorems of Σ1 map onto well-formed formulas that are theorems of Σ2.
In a TI abstraction, the abstract space has more theorems than the ground one,
while the opposite happens for a TD abstraction. The authors argued that “cer-
tain subclasses of TI abstractions are the appropriate formalization for abstrac-
tion” [10]. Although for the authors, abstracting is a one-step process of mapping
from one language to another, they noted that “the process of abstraction can
be iterated to generate hierarchies of abstract spaces” [10].

Later Ghidini & Giunchiglia [8,9] proposed a model-theoretic formalization
of the abstraction process based on the Local Models Semantics and the notion
of compatibility relation. They claimed that “tuning of the compatibility relation
allows for the definition of the many different kinds of abstraction” [8].

Therefore, we can assume that the rules suggested for developing the
abstractions for ODCMs [12,18] should generate TI abstractions as defined by
Giunchiglia & Walsh [10]. We come back to this discussion in Sect. 3.

2.2 The Unified Foundational Ontology and OntoUML

The Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO) is an axiomatic domain-independent
formal theory that builds on contributions from analytic metaphysics, cognitive
sciences, linguistics, and philosophical logic [14]. UFO addresses fundamental
ontological notions via a set of micro-theories that represent types and taxonomic
structures, part-whole relations, relations, and events among others. Also, it has
been widely used as a foundational ontology in conceptual modeling [22].

The first distinction that UFO makes is highlighting the existence of both
endurants and perdurants. Endurants are object-like individuals that persist in
time and are able to qualitatively change while maintaining their identities [13].
Examples include ordinary objects, e.g., ‘Car’, and existentially dependent enti-
ties, e.g., ‘Weight’. In contrast, perdurants are entities that unfold in time.

Endurant types in UFO are of different sorts, distinguished by formal meta-
properties of rigidity and sortality. Sortality is defined via the notion of prin-
ciple of identity. A type is sortal if all of its instances follow the same identity
principle. A non-sortal type aggregates properties that are common to different
sortals. An example is ‘Artwork’, which applies to paintings, music compositions,
and statues. In a complementary manner, rigidity is a property that describes
the dynamics of how the type may be instantiated. Rigid types classify their
instances necessarily while anti-rigid types, including roles (e.g., ‘Wife’) and
phases (e.g., ‘Child’), classify their instances contingently. A rigid sortal type
providing a uniform principle of identity for its instances is called a kind (e.g.,
‘Person’).

One can continue to describe UFO’s taxonomy further, but for more examples
and formalization, we refer the reader to [5,13]. For the scope of this work, it is
essential to mention that the presented taxonomy can be extended by introducing
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new types and by instantiating at the level of individuals. Both options can be
accomplished with the help of existing modeling tools.

OntoUML is a language designed to extend UML with the concepts of UFO.
OntoUML defines a set of constructs and semantically-motivated syntactical
constraints tailored for ODCMs [3]. In other words, OntoUML shifts the inherent
complexity of reality towards the language’s definition in such a way that every
syntactically valid model represents a sound ontology in terms of UFO [6]. With
this in mind, patterns for ODCM’s abstractions were initially developed in terms
of OntoUML [12,18].

Although there are several tools that provide support in developing
OntoUML models (e.g., OLED [11]), the models that are used as illustrations in
this paper were developed using the OntoUML plugin1 for Visual Paradigm2.

3 Towards Formalization of Abstraction Rules

Reoccurring ontology modeling situations can be represented by means of ontol-
ogy design patterns [7]. It has been shown, that OntoUML — which was designed
to reflect the underlying ontological micro-theories of UFO — is an ontology pat-
tern language [24]. In other words, models expressed in it are constructed by an
exemplification of the provided patterns.

For this reason, the graph-rewriting rules for ODCM’s abstractions in [12,18]
were designed as patterns for models expressed in OntoUML. Thus, in order to
apply them, one needs to substitute the matching model with the replacement
in its exemplification. In the following, we illustrate the abstraction process with
one of the rules, namely Rule R2 [12].

(a) Matching graph. (b) Replacing graph.

Fig. 1. Rule R2 for abstracting a non-sortal type (from [12]).

Rule R2 should be interpreted as part of the ruleset proposed in [12]. The
rationale of that set in a nutshell is: (a) abstract all information in a model by
transferring it to the kinds in that domain; (b) in order to do that, we need to
move all information from lower-level sortals to their upper classes until reaching
these kinds and, subsequently, eliminating from the model these lower-level sor-
tal subtypes (Rule R3); (c) before performing Step (b), we need to first move all
information from non-sortal types to their sortal subtypes, subsequently, elimi-
nating these non-sortal types. Rule R2 captures exactly Step (c) as illustrated
in Fig. 1.
1 https://github.com/OntoUML/ontouml-vp-plugin.
2 https://www.visual-paradigm.com/.

https://github.com/OntoUML/ontouml-vp-plugin
https://www.visual-paradigm.com/
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We provide an exemplification of the rule by replacing the placeholders with
concrete classes. In Fig. 2b, you can see how this rule is applied to the ODCM
given in Fig. 2a. In this example, the pattern in Fig. 1a can be found in the model
twice, namely for the cases: (1) “Car as Physical Object has quality Weight”,
and (2) “Statue as Physical Object has quality Weight”.

(a) Exemplification of the matching graph. (b) Exemplification of the replacing graph.

Fig. 2. Possible exemplification of Rule R2.

In order to understand the abstraction process, we need to distinguish the
following levels (see Fig. 3): (1) the domain-independent level of UFO (on which
the patterns are originally described), (2) the level of domain types that exem-
plify these patterns in a conceptual model, e.g., in OntoUML, and (3) the level
of individuals on which the model can be instantiated.

When abstracting, we are changing the pattern exemplification by replacing
the sub-model at the level of domain types only. Since the order of pattern
applications is not fixed, one may also have another version of ODCM-2 produced
by applying the rule first to Statue, instead of Car (for details see Sect. 4).

Fig. 3. ODCM abstractions produced by applying Rule R2.
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To formalize the given pattern in first-order modal logic we reuse the for-
malization of UFO [14], which is partially reproduced here in order to ease
understanding. Following it, we also use the first-order modal logic QS5 plus
the Barcan formula and its converse [4,16]. In other words, we assume a fixed
domain of entities for every possible world. The modal operators of necessity (�)
and possibility (♦) are used with their usual meaning, and specifically, since we
are working in QS5, they quantify over all possible worlds, i.e., accessibility is
interpreted over a universal relation.

First, since we want to stay in the first-order paradigm, we reify types into
objects. Thus, we need to distinguish two kinds of first-order objects, namely
types, which are possibly instantiated by something, and individuals, which are
necessarily not instantiated by anything. For this purpose, the instantiation rela-
tion (::) is introduced with the possibility to describe first- and second-order
types, i.e., respectively objects that are types instantiated by individuals, and
objects that are types instantiated by types. In the following axioms, all free
variables are implicitly universally quantified.

Type(x) ↔ ♦(∃y (y :: x))
Individual(x) ↔ �(¬∃y (y :: x))

x :: y → (Type(x) ∨ Individual(x))
¬∃x, y, z (Type(x) ∧ x :: y ∧ y :: z)

The specialization relation between types (�) is defined in terms of necessary
extensional inclusion, i.e., the inclusion of the instances. The specialization rela-
tion is quasi-reflexive and transitive. Also, whenever two types have a common
instance, they must share a super-type or a sub-type for this instance.

x � y ↔ Type(x) ∧ Type(y) ∧ �(∀z (z :: x → z :: y))
∀x, y, z ((z :: x ∧ z :: y ∧ ¬(x � y) ∧ ¬(y � x)) →

(∃v (x � v ∧ y � v ∧ z :: v) ∨ ∃v (v � x ∧ v � y ∧ z :: v)))
x � y → (x � x ∧ y � y)
x � y ∧ y � z → x � z

Considering Fig. 3, we can say that Athena :: Statue, ObjectKind(Car), and
Car � PhysicalObject. Furthermore, in the formalization of the pattern, by
relation we mean any relation that is specified in UFO, e.g., componentOf,
associatedWith, and others [14].

Taking into account all the above mentioned, we can formalize the matching
pattern from Fig. 1a as the following schema:

∧ ∃x, y (NonSortal(x) ∧ EndurantType(y) ∧ y � x)
♦∃z ((EndurantType(z) ∨ Set(z)) ∧ Relation(x, z)) (1)

Then the replacing pattern from Fig. 1b is the following:
∧ ∃y EndurantType(y)

♦∃z ((EndurantType(z) ∨ Set(z)) ∧ Relation(y, z)) (2)

Thus, the formalization of the exemplification given in Fig. 2 is shown in For-
malizations 1 and 2. Also, here KgValue is the non-empty set of possible values
that Weight can take, e.g., from Fig. 3:

1, 324kg ∈ KgValue ∧ 2, 541kg ∈ KgValue ∧ 86kg ∈ KgValue
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Formalization 1. Matching

ObjectKind(Car)
ObjectKind(Statue)
Mixin(PhysicalObject)
Car � PhysicalObject
Statue � PhysicalObject
QualityType(Weight)
QualityStructure(KgValue)
characterization(PhysicalObject, Weight)
associatedWith(Weight, KgValue)

Formalization 2. Replacing

ObjectKind(Car)
ObjectKind(Statue)
QualityType(Weight)
QualityStructure(KgValue)
characterization(Car, Weight)
characterization(Statue, Weight)
associatedWith(Weight, KgValue)

Proposition 1 (Rule R2). Assuming the UFO axiomatisation, every exem-
plification of the matching graph of Rule R2 entails the corresponding exemplifi-
cation of the replacing graph.

Although for this particular case of Rule R2, the entailment of the replacing
pattern is quite immediate, this is not always the case. In other rules, e.g.,
in Rule R3 for abstracting sortal types (again, which proceeds in the opposite
direction and moves the relation from lower-level sortal subtypes to kinds [12]),
the entailment is possible from the replacing model to the matching model if a
specialization of the general sortal type is given.

For example, taking into account the exemplification above we can extend
it with a RentalCar concept (RentalCar � Car), the role that Car can
play when it is rented for a specific Price: characterization(RentalCar, Price).
Then, the replacing exemplification of the model according to Rule R3 is:
characterization(Car, Price), and if someone provides us with the specialization
of the original Car type, we can entail the original model from its replacement.

Thus, in the existing rule system [12,18], generated abstractions are not
always TI abstractions as suggested by Giunchiglia & Walsh [10], and a full char-
acterisation of how different sequences of rule applications are theory increasing
or theory decreasing should be undertaken.

4 Abstractions as Networks of Models

As we have seen, since the rules do not always bring us to TI abstractions, we
consider ODCMs generated by them connected by a more general compatibility
relation. Taking into account that there are different rules, we also consider this
mapping process as an iterative process, where modifications in an ODCM caused
by each rule lead to the development of a hierarchy of abstractions.

Indeed, even very small models allow several possible abstractions, which
are not always fully equivalent. Figure 4 illustrates this case, where the concept
name near an arrow specifies the type that has been eliminated at the given step.
Namely, we can start by abstracting Customer, and then sequentially abstract
from Personal Customer and Corporate Customer (or vice versa, the result-
ing model will be the same). But we may also start by eliminating Personal
Customer, and the resulting model will contain at least one isolated class.
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Fig. 4. Hierarchy of abstractions, where a proper hierarchy is shown in red (Color figure
online).

Although there has been an attempt to specify the order for rule applications
(see listings in [18]), those order constraints themselves were part of the method-
ology for rule application, but not part of the semantics of the rules themselves.
As such, formally speaking and without such a constraint, every rule should be
used until it is not applicable anymore.

Here, in order to distinguish different types of abstractions, we provide the
following definitions.

Definition 1. An abstraction of an ODCM is a model obtained from the given
one by applying at least one abstraction rule.

Definition 2. A complete (or full) abstraction is a model to which no abstrac-
tion rule can be applied.

Although in practice it is rare, some OntoUML models are complete abstrac-
tions of themselves.3

Definition 3. In an ODCM, a dependent concept is either an existentially
dependent entity or a concept connected to another one via the parthood or gen-
eralization relation.

Definition 4. A directly applicable rule is a rule that does not eliminate a
dependent concept to which another rule could be applied.

Definition 5. A primitive abstraction is an ODCM obtained from a given one
by applying a directly applicable rule.
3 Examples of such models can be found in the FAIR Catalog of OntoUML/UFO
models [1] we mentioned earlier, e.g., pereira2020ontotrans.
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Definition 6. A proper hierarchy of abstractions is formed by primitive abstrac-
tions only.

Most of the rules reduce the number of classes during their application, and
in a nutshell, we do not want to remove those concepts until there are other
rules that are applicable to them. In the original model from Fig. 4, Personal
Customer and Corporate Customer are dependent concepts. Thus, only the left
part of the tree (shown in red) is formed by primitive abstractions only.

The next question that arises is whether this process of applying rules is
finite and to what kind of ODCMs it leads.

Theorem 1. A complete abstraction of a domain ODCM is always reachable
and not empty.

The proof of the theorem is out of the scope of the paper. Unfortunately, in
the worst case, as a complete abstraction, one can obtain a model with a sin-
gle class.4 Although tools for conceptual modeling, including Visual Paradigm,
provide opportunities to modularise CMs or extract views, the majority of
OntoUML models are developed as connected graphs. However, during the
abstraction process, this connectivity can be lost.5

5 Conclusions

Ontology-driven conceptual models help in increasing the domain comprehen-
sibility and appropriateness (including explainability) of information systems.
However, they also reflect the complexity of the domain in which they are cre-
ated. Thus, understanding and comprehension of such models can become a
challenge without proper tool support. Abstraction — a process of providing a
summary of a given CM whilst preserving the gist of conceptualization — is one
of the approaches to adopt in this case.

Previously, [18] defined abstraction patterns via graph-rewriting rules. How-
ever, by just looking at those rules, and without considering formal semantics, it
is not always clear whether they actually lead to more general models. Indeed,
we have shown that for some rules the model could be entailed by the original
one, and for some others, it cannot. A complete characterisation of how different
sequences of rule applications change the theory described by an ODCM is the
subject of future work.

The approach that we have specified in this paper is operational, where the
abstraction process is a mapping from the original model to a modified, more
abstract, version. This mapping defines a meta-theoretical relationship between
ODCMs endowed with corresponding formal semantics. We have shown how
hierarchies of abstraction spaces can be built and argued that this process is
always finite and leads to a complete abstraction.
4 An example of a model whose complete abstraction will include two classes only is
stock-broker2021.

5 E.g., for the model silva2012itarchitecture.
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